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Step by step program to quit smoking: Review the experiences of others who've tried. Consider

the effects of nicotine both useful and perilous. Learn and prepare for triggers which can cause

failure. Redirecting energies. Working with God for strength. Prepare and plan to mitigate all

withdrawal symptoms before they make nonsmoking difficult. Attend a funeral for tobacco.

Selecting replacement activities. Hurtling the many struggles. Creating peace through

forgiveness and improved work ethics. Understanding the benefits of useful herbs.

"It seems that everyone is stressed--by global health threats, by politics, by a legion of

challenges that confront humankind. And with these stressors come remedies offered by

pundits of varying qualification. For years, this handbook, edited by highly respected scholar-

clinicians, has been a welcome resource. It provides searching, thoughtful analyses of the

complexities of managing stress, integrating the scientific literature with findings from front-line

clinicians. The fourth edition doesn't disappoint--Lehrer and Woolfolk have once again

produced an inestimably valuable work for professionals and students."--Gerald C. Davison,

PhD, Department of Psychology, University of Southern California"Stress is a ubiquitous

human experience, with sources and consequences that are highly varied. In this timely fourth

edition of a classic, Lehrer and Woolfolk gather the field’s top researchers to unpack both the

theory and the facts underlying stress. Chapters highlight the physiological, psychological, and

social pathways to outcomes ranging from harm to resilience, and review multiple approaches

to the amelioration of stress, from psychopharmacology to meditative practices. This is a rich

resource for both researchers and clinicians, and a comprehensive orienting text for advanced

students in this area."--Richard M. Ryan, PhD, Institute for Positive Psychology and Education,

Australian Catholic University; Professor Emeritus, University of Rochester"An encyclopedic

and foundational reference. Lehrer and Woolfolk are major figures who have led the field of

stress management for four decades, and who have assembled a remarkably gifted team of

expert authors. This fourth edition greatly updates the scientific research, expands the list of

authors, and sharpens the focus of many chapters. This book is a 'must read' for serious

practitioners in stress management, and belongs on the easiest-to-reach shelf of every

practitioner and researcher in the broader field of psychophysiology."--Donald Moss, PhD,

Dean, College of Integrative Medicine and Health Sciences, Saybrook University"Edited by two

of the most esteemed leaders in stress management, the fourth edition of this classic work

contains insightful chapters bridging the gap between basic research and clinical applications.

The volume reviews the conceptual basis for evidence-based interventions, physiological

systems in the stress process, treatment of different populations, and a range of specific stress

management methods. Each chapter is written in a clear, accessible manner that will be useful

for clinicians, researchers, and graduate students in fields that integrate physical and mental

health."--David S. Krantz, PhD, Department of Medical and Clinical Psychology, Uniformed

Services University of the Health Sciences --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the

AuthorPaul M. Lehrer, PhD, BCB, is Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry at Rutgers Robert Wood

Johnson Medical School. Dr. Lehrer’s research interests include the mechanisms and

applications of heart rate variability biofeedback; mind–body medicine; respiratory

psychophysiology; and the clinical and physiological effects of relaxation therapies. His

publications include 200 journal articles and book chapters. He is Associate Editor of the



journal Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback, an Honorary Fellow of the Association for

Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback, and a Fellow of the American Psychological

Association and the Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies. Dr. Lehrer is a

recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award, Outstanding Service Award, and Distinguished

Scientist Award from the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback.Robert L.

Woolfolk, PhD, is Professor of Psychology and Philosophy at Rutgers, The State University of

New Jersey. He has served on the faculties of Princeton University and the University of Texas

at Austin. His research interests include psychopathology and psychotherapy, the philosophical

foundations of psychology, and the treatment of somatoform disorders, and he has published

widely in these areas. Dr. Woolfolk has maintained an active clinical practice since the 1970s.

Drawing from a variety of therapeutic approaches, he has conducted therapy with individuals,

couples, families, and groups. He is a past editor of the Journal of Theoretical and

Philosophical Psychology. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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NIVEvery accomplishment great or small starts with the right decision. “I’ll try.”2Book

IntroductionThe best sports teams always study their opponents to prepare for victory over

them, and it is the same for military operations. A thorough study of strengths and weaknesses

can prepare one for triumph. In preparing to kick the tobacco habit, it is important to know what

to expect and to be ready for the struggle.This book is an excellent resource for those who

wish to quit smoking. It provides insight into the struggles an ex-smoker will experience on his

or her road to conquering the addiction. Topics include spirituality, science, health, medicine,

nutrition, psychology, leadership, and healing. An understanding of these topics as they relate

to tobacco use will make cessation much easier. I’ve also blended with these subjects my

personal experiences with tobacco.This book is organized for use in a fellowship group. I

encourage all people to become involved in church fellowship and to share very personal

smoking-related experiences with group members. It takes a strong individual to share

themselves deeply. Those who do gain the respect and friendship of those with whom they

share themselves. The lives of all members of the group will be enriched by the knowledge that

they are not alone in their struggles. Moreover, each person offers a unique perspective, and

each member will be further enriched by the variety of stories that other members share. The

incorporation of personal experience into the body of scientific evidence on tobacco

consumption will more thoroughly complete the work of people convincing themselves their

tobacco consumption must stop. This personal conviction is essential if attempts to quit

smoking are to be successful.In many years of fellowship experience, I have found that the

best groups are ones where all members consider their relationship with God to be more

important than the friendships they have or can develop with each other. This perspective will

cause each member to give freely without fear of rejection and without holding back. When our

focus is on God, our relationships with each other develop more beautifully. Give your best to

the fellowship effort placing God first, and you’ll find it most worthwhile.This book is organized

into a series of weekly readings. Each week, information is provided for the group to review. A

listing of research documents is provided at the back of the book in case one wishes to

examine a topic more closely. For those people who would like to get into a smoking-cessation

fellowship, I recommend that you start one at your church. You’ll find that there are many

talented and supportive people. This will make the job easy.Instructions to start the group are

in Appendix G. Just get some smokers together who wish to quit, and go through the book, one

chapter a week. The best way to change or accomplish anything is to take small steps toward

your end and persevere. Give yourself time to study, learn, pray, and prepare before your

quitting day. Be patient and thorough, and follow the small steps described. You’ll find yourself

becoming eager for the day that your new life begins.DedicationMy smoking-cessation

fellowship group and I visited a new smoking-cessation group and described our challenges

and shared our experiences with them. We listened to the reasons and saw the desires of

those wishing to kick the habit. During one such meeting, I met a woman who had a deep

desire to become a non-smoker. She also realized the difficulty and dreaded the pain of this

impending change. The look on her face when she thought of stopping conveyed overwhelming

desperation, fear, and discouragement. I passionately desire and pray that this woman and all

such people succeed. I sincerely hope she is now a non-smoker and experiencing the joys of

her new-found health. This book is dedicated to all those people who are striving for a total and

perpetual commitment to kick the habit yet have had an extremely difficult time.Book

SummaryWeek #ChapterInformation covered1Chapter 1“A Glimpse of My Smoking-Cessation

Experience.” Member gathering and introductions. Identify the facilitator. Review the author’s



smoking-cessation experience and share one’s own. Consider using video conferencing to

involve home members.2Chapter 2“Effects of Nicotine—Pleasures and Perils.” The effects of

nicotine, both positive and negative.3Chapter 3“The Importance of Prayer and Mere Miracles.”

Review methods of prayer and Bible verses. Many options are provided in Appendix D1

through D8.4Chapter 4“Cessation Meetings.” Review the usefulness of fellowship. Review the

faith sharing principles in Appendix G3. Review the member rolls described in Appendix G1,

paragraphs 6b, 6c, and 6d. This chapter includes Bible verses to consider. Group members

sign in using the sign-up sheet in Appendix G5.5Chapter 5“Preparation for Change.” High

school experiences with tobacco. Review the “Habit Characterization Test” in Appendix A.

Review the “Principles of Faith Sharing” described in Appendix G3.6Chapter 6“Identify Tobacco

Use Locations” (See also Table 1). Changing workplace and societal policies on smoking.

Review and fill out Table 2: “People Who Trigger Your Desire to Smoke.” Review the

“Declaration of Commitment” to quit smoking.7Chapter 7“Baseball and Chewing Tobacco.” The

author’s high school baseball experiences. Hopeful effects of prayer. Use of music as

motivation. Group consideration of the adoption of “Faith Sharing Principles.”8Chapter

8“Society and Tobacco.” Recognizing the isolating effects of tobacco as the motivation to

quit.9Chapter 9“Hope.” The author’s father and others quit smoking. Leaning on God in times of

strife. Reviewing how to keep a prayer journal. Lifelong effects of smoking on the author’s

father.10Chapter 10“I Felt Isolated.” Smoking experiences that made the author feel isolated.

Ten prayers by St. Therese of Lisieux (Appendix D1).11Chapter 11“Consider It Pure Joy.”

Working with God to end the author’s addiction. Considering an herbal stimulant to replace

nicotine and review of Appendix C1: “Cessation Therapy Drugs, Herbs, Vitamins, and

Supplements.”12Chapter 12“My Dad Quit Smoking.” The author’s father and others quit

smoking; an examination of their challenges.13Chapter 13“Pop’s Struggle with Cancer.” The

progression of the author’s father’s cancer. (We need to keep grandfathers around

longer.)14Chapter 14“Withdrawal Symptoms.” Review all 18 withdrawal symptoms (also listed

in Appendix B2). Preparation and readiness to experience them. A look at drugs and herbs that

help reduce the side effects of nicotine reduction in the body.15Chapter 15“Activities.”

Preparation for quitting. The author identified many activities to add to his weekly routine, using

the “Satisfaction Prediction Sheet” (Appendix E1) to help make his selections.16Chapter

16“Inhaled But Didn’t Smoke.” The author’s childhood tobacco exposure. The effects of tobacco

exposure on children.17Chapter 17“My Smoking Cessation Group.” Description of cessation

struggles by the author’s group members. Honesty helps to achieve success.18Chapter

18“Triggers and Adjustments.” Seeing tobacco for what it truly is. Developing a replacement

memory for tobacco. Using this new, accurate view to prevent one’s desire for

tobacco.19Chapter 19“Changing Habits.” The author creates a plan to be ready for smoking

triggers. Planning and identifying smoking environments. Considering other places to

socialize.20Chapter 20“Goal Setting.” Final preparations for quitting. Understanding the two

possible lifestyles (Smoker–Nonsmoker).21Chapter 21“Preparation for Your Quit Day.” Sign the

“Declaration of Commitment” (Appendix G10 and G11) to quit smoking. The group should

discuss their results from the “Smoking Characterization Test” (Appendix A). Review and

prepare to face withdrawal symptoms.----Quitting Day. The reader’s quitting starts at the

beginning of the 22nd meeting.22Chapter 22“Your Quitting Day.” First day as a nonsmoker. The

money the reader will save. A funeral for one’s friend Tobacco. Disposal of smoking

paraphernalia. Saying good-bye to the habit.23Chapter 23“Learning Disorders and Tobacco

Use.” Anxiety brought on by ADD. Reviewing the symptoms of ADD and the consideration of

information in Appendix C4.24Chapter 24“Imposed Change is Easier.” What’s forced upon one



is less of a challenge. Forcing this upon oneself.25Chapter 25“Exercise.” Discussion of exercise

and health benefits. Review the top 19 benefits of exercise. Exercise helps with seven of the 18

withdrawals. Evaluate possible exercise ideas using the “Satisfaction Prediction

Sheet.”26Chapter 26“Tobacco and Omega 3 Fatty Acid Deficiencies.” Diets deficient in Omega

3 Fatty Acids enhance ADD problems. Review ADD’s relation to Omega 3 Fatty Acid

Deficiencies (Appendix C4).27Chapter 27“Pressuring Smokers to Quit.” Society forces smokers

out of buildings. Forcing people to quit hurts their feelings and doesn’t help them. Readers

can’t let this hurt stop them.28Chapter 28“Improve Your One on One.” Improving how one

works with people reduces stress and reduces one’s risk of smoking. Discuss relationship

development tactics. Review the “Anti-Procrastination Sheet” in Appendix E3.29Chapter

29“Eliminate Stress—Forgive and Forget.” Lincoln said: “The best way to destroy an enemy is

to make them a friend.” Forgiveness! Learn and use the Memory Erasing concept to erase bad

memories. Glean what you need to know and forget the rest.30Chapter 30“Use Forgiveness as

a Weapon Against Anger.” Forgive and don’t be influenced by anger. Lack of forgiveness

causes problems. It’s a gift to oneself.31Chapter 31“Work Ethics.” Honorable behavior limits

stress.32Chapter 32“Create Peace. Ease Emotional Triggering.” Avoid important discussions

when emotions are too high to be professional.33Chapter 33“Generational Sin.” Our parents

and ancestors taught us a few things that aren’t helpful. Try a different approach.34Chapter

34“Dreams.” Many people have dreams of smoking months after they quit that cause them to

start smoking again. Be ready for this.35Chapter 35“Unforgiveness.” Choosing not to forgive

creates problems.36Chapter 36“Idleness.” Idleness is risky for someone who recently quit.

People tend to do whatever comes to mind.37Chapter 37“Kindness.” Helping others is

satisfying and helpful to people who have recently quit.38Chapter 38“Demonic Influence.” In

C.S. Lewis’ book The Screwtape Letters, the Devil uses addictions and temptations, especially

tobacco, to disrupt lives and gain souls. Look at “Prayers and Prayer Tools” in Appendix

D3.39Chapter 39“Fast and Pray.” Fast. When hungry, pray. Grow stronger. Strengthen your

ability to understand God and to forgive, etc.40Chapter 40Dieting and Nutrition.” Improve the

nutrition in your food choices.41Chapter 41“Nutrition and Healthy Eating Habits.” Consider

these healthy food choices. Review food labeling.42Chapter 42“Smoking-Cessation Plan

Conclusions.” A summary and a recommendation to join a prayer group.Group Meeting

OutlineThe group meeting should last about 70 minutes, with 30 minutes for sharing personal

experiences related to the discussion questions. The recommended agenda:a) 5–10 minutes.

Introductions in the first meeting, socializing, write the first names of all group members in the

“Group Notes” section. It’s very important to know and use the first names of people throughout

the time the group quits smoking together.b) 2–4 minutes. Opening prayer. Select a prayer

from Appendix D “Spiritual Information” on page 316. Someone can volunteer to read it

aloud.c) 5–10 minutes. Review of the “Faith Sharing Principles.” (First meeting only and as

needed.)d) 5 minutes. Ask if anyone wants to share more in relation to the previous weeks’

topic.e) 10–20 minutes. Group reading of the chapter. Each person reads one paragraph

aloud until all paragraphs have been read.f) 20 minutes. Facilitator reads the “Talk It Over”

questions one at a time, giving everyone a chance for input. Pause, consider, and share

thoughts.g) 5 minutes. Prayer requests. Write a few notes in the section called “Prayer

Journal” about how you might pray for others in your group. Write a few for yourself.h) 2

minutes. Say your goodbyes and wish everyone a good week.Part 1Prepare to Defeat the

AddictionChapter 1My Smoking-Cessation ExperienceFor the most part, I only smoked before

work, after work, and on weekends. At work I was accustomed to dealing with the urge by

distracting myself with work duties and at home with hobbies. I would get deeply involved and



focus on work to forget the habit. I used this same approach to quit smoking finally. I joined a

health club. I jogged and did weight lifting. I also played racquetball regularly and joined a

racquetball league. Friends and I eventually started swing dance lessons at a local dance club.

I consistently avoided my smoking environments for a month.During the first four days, I

experienced frequent urges. My urges occurred every ten minutes and lasted about two

minutes. After three to four days, the urges tapered off, but the desire occurred every time I

entered a former smoking environment. I thought of smoking every time I got into my car in the

morning and on the way home. I thought about it after dinner and at night in front of the TV. I

thought about it while walking to my car from work.Involvement in other activities made my life

more fun and exciting. I felt less isolated. I made some new friends and enjoyed myself. My

health improved. Later, I joined a basketball league. At first, I had a hard time keeping up with

the other players. After a while, I could play the entire game.Unfortunately, I gained twenty

pounds in the first seven months of smoking cessation. Because my weight gain interfered with

my basketball game a little, I joined Weight Watchers for three months. I studied and improved

my eating habits. I learned to drink more water. Eventually, all the weight came off. I began

drinking about fifty ounces (six glasses) of water a day plus sixteen ounces after a hard

workout. It was very easy to gain weight when I tried to satisfy my thirst with food. After

establishing new habits and routines, I could spend time at home without experiencing the

strong urge to smoke.I had quit many times before, but my attempts had often been squelched

in a bar. Once the alcohol had reduced my inhibitions, the temptation of a cigarette was too

much to resist. In fact, on three separate occasions, I did slip up and smoke. My friends in my

smoking-cessation group advised me it might be too soon to go into bars. For many people,

getting caught off guard in a bar is how they started smoking.Each time that I slipped and

smoked, I remember feeling no satisfaction from the tobacco; it was even distasteful. I realized

that my addiction was gone. To obtain satisfaction from smoking, I’d now have to smoke again

for a couple of days until the addiction reestablished itself. Once it established itself, the feeling

of satisfaction would return. I was tempted to reestablish this addiction and experience the

elation and satisfaction of feeding it with nicotine. I reflected on my reasons for quitting and

decided to continue the battle and not give in.When I didn’t experience the usual high level of

satisfaction from smoking just one, I did in a small way feel disappointed, but I was happy I had

broken the addiction. However, I noticed a slight increase in my desire to smoke the next day. A

little inner voice said, “Come on! You’ve already smoked one. You might as well smoke

another.” I ignored the little voice and reestablished my commitment to be a non-smoker. I knew

because of this experience that more time as a non-smoker would further remove me from the

addiction. I prayed for this to happen.No change in a habit is easy. Anyone who is successfully

liberated from the tobacco habit will have done it through work and sacrifice. In my own

experience, I also found prayer to be extremely powerful in bringing about the change in my

habit. I gained grace through prayer to God, which enabled me to complete the work of quitting

the habit. In my entire group (originally fourteen members), I was the only one who remained a

nonsmoker and the only one who prayed regularly.~ Talk It Over ~Questions and Exercises:At

the beginning identify the facilitator and have everyone introduce themselves.Those who can’t

make it to the meetings can “Skype in,” which is described in Appendix G12 page 371.Each

person should tell a little about their struggle with smoking and why they’ve decided to

quit.Each person should take turns reading aloud a paragraph until all paragraphs are

read.Reader’s Notes:Prayer Journal (list specific requests):Chapter 2Effects of

NicotinePleasures and Perils“And you shall know the truth:and the truth shall make you

free.”3John 8:32All tobacco products contain nicotine, a chemical found in the tobacco plant.



Most people know that nicotine is an addictive substance. But did you know that, as an

addictive substance, on a milligram-per-milligram basis, nicotine is ten times more potent than

heroin?4 Those who consume nicotine have experienced its powerful addictive nature.The

effects of nicotine:5It is a short-term stimulant and a long-term depressant.It lifts one

emotionally and increases one’s mental processing speed associated with memory while

reducing one’s cognitive abilities.It enhances memory and concentration. It allows one to stay

focused while performing remedial tasks when otherwise the mind would drift and lose focus.It

is a diuretic, reducing excess water in the body.It affects the digestive system by stimulating

bowel movements.It suppresses the appetite, especially for sweet foods.6It stimulates and

increases the metabolism.It reduces the supply of oxygen to the brain.7It constricts blood

vessels and impairs circulation.8It can mitigate a chemical imbalance associated with Attention

Deficit Disorder (ADD).9It can alleviate depression.It creates a feeling of wellbeing and

satisfaction for addicts.Artist rendering based on photos of Maryland Type 32 tobacco.What

smokers like about tobacco smoking10:It helps one deal with stressful situations.It provides a

pleasant and enjoyable break from work.It helps one unwind and relax.It helps one deal with

painful or unpleasant situations.It prevents unpleasant withdrawal symptoms.It helps one deal

with an overstimulating environment.One enjoys the physical sensation of lighting and handling

a cigarette.It keeps one from feeling bored.It increases one’s enjoyment of pleasant

experiences.It helps one feel comfortable in social situations.It helps one to concentrate.The

various effects of nicotine influence one’s desire to smoke. It is one’s own desire the ex-smoker

will battle. Psychiatrist Dr. Sean Kelly says that quitting would be easy if one didn’t have mixed

feelings about it.11 This is obvious. What isn’t obvious is how one battles oneself. How do we

replace all that we get from tobacco with something else? How do we squelch unsatisfied

desire? How do we endure it?Give yourself time to develop an understanding of how you will

achieve your victory over tobacco before your quitting day arrives.~ Talk It Over ~Questions

and Exercises:If tobacco is addictive, are those who can’t quit addicts?What do you fear the

most about your tobacco habit?What do you fear the most about quitting the habit?Long after

you’ve quit, and your addiction is gone, do you think you’ll miss it? If so, why?Reader’s

Notes:Prayer Journal (list specific requests):Chapter 3The Importance of PrayerAndMere

Miracles“Ask, and you shall receive;that your joy may be full.”John 16:24b“True wisdom comes

from your soul, not your brain.”12 It is attained by gaining forgiveness for your sins and praying

to God regularly. A good analogy is that the soul is like a radio receiver and amplifier. Gaining

forgiveness tunes the receiver into God. Praying regularly turns up the volume so He can be

heard. He can then be heard when you need Him most. When desire for nicotine hits hard, He

may be heard saying, “Just drop your head, rest, and bear it. It will go away in a moment.”God

may give insight into how to spend your time when it would have otherwise been spent

smoking. Setting up your soul to receive this support is powerful. Join a Rosary prayer group

that meets once a week. Practice gaining forgiveness. Develop the discipline of praying. Make

use of your newly strengthened soul to become a nonsmoker.So, here is the exact

process:Examination of conscience (Ask yourself since your last confession):Did I pray daily

from the heart?Did I attend and participate actively at services or mass on Sundays and holy

days of obligation?Did I respect people in authority? My employer? Did I honor my parents?

Was I unnecessarily aggressive (e.g., physically, verbally, psychologically, etc.) with anyone?

Was I prideful, stubborn, or rude with anyone? Did I hold a grudge?Did I abuse alcohol,

prescription medications, or illegal drugs? Did I overindulge in food?Did I consent to,

recommend, advise, or actively take part in an abortion? Did I use abortifacient drugs?Did I

view pornography or entertain lustful thoughts, conversations, or actions?Was I unloving to my



spouse? Did I engage in adulterous activity (e.g., sexual, emotional, virtual, etc.)? Did I use

contraceptives?Was I neglectful of my spiritual, intellectual, emotional, or physical needs of my

spouse, children, or family?Did I steal or damage another’s property? Was I honest and just in

my business relations? Did I waste time at work?Did I contribute to the needs of the spiritually

and materially poor with my time and resources?Did I engage in gossip? Did I lie? Did I speak

poorly of others? Did I judge anyone unfairly?Did I envy anyone? Was I jealous of others, or

did I covet another’s belongings?Meet with a priest or minister. Tell him or her how long it has

been since your last confession. Review and confess your sins. Say: “I’m sorry for all my

sins.” (A Protestant minister may only advise one on how accomplish these things).A priest will

give you penance and offer advice on how to become a better Christian.With the priest

present, say to God the “Act of Contrition,” which follows:My God, I am sorry for my sins with all

my heart. In choosing to do wrong and failing to do good, I have sinned against you, whom I

should love above all things. I firmly intend with your help, to do penance, to sin no more, and

to avoid whatever leads me to sin. Our savior Jesus Christ suffered and died for us. In His

name, my God, have mercy.The priest, acting in the person of Jesus Christ, absolves you from

your sins.Spiritually, you will continue to grow throughout your life. Learn to lean on Him and

enjoy not being alone. Enjoy the strength and the freedom to be what will make you

happy.Consider these Scripture verses, and then have a comfortable period of silence until

someone feels moved to relate his or her insights or experiences:John 16:23b–24“I tell you the

truth, my Father will give you whatever you ask in my name. Until now you have not asked for

anything in my name. Ask and you will receive, and your joy will be complete.”Matthew

17:20“Nothing will be impossible for you.”~ Talk It Over ~Questions and Exercises:Consider

prayers in Appendix D1 through D8 (pages 317 to 336) for use to say with each other or to

yourself at the beginning of future meetings. List a few suggestions below.Consider a night of

the week you can make available for a prayer group. Invite cessation group members to join

with you if you find one or can create one.Some churches provide chapels specifically for

people to go to and pray in silence. List a few churches below you could call and see if they

have a prayer room you could use.Reader’s Notes:Prayer Journal (list specific

requests):Chapter 4Cessation Meetings“Therefore encourage one another andbuild one

another up, as indeed you do.”1 Thessalonians, 5:1113Cessation meetings should be like

fellowship meetings, which involve people in companionship on equal, friendly terms. The Holy

Spirit’s presence will be invoked because of the community worshiping God together.

Fellowship calls for sensitivity, listening to each other, and enough inner peace and silence for

the Holy Spirit to work. Our minds are very busy, and they need to calm themselves in

preparation for fellowship. A peaceful environment can help promote an inner silence, and we

must free our minds from preoccupations and distractions. God is always there, but to hear

Him, we must quiet ourselves.With the help of the Holy Spirit, each group member will, with

continued meetings, experience the increased ability to interact openly, share experiences,

learn, and break the habit. We should acquaint the other members with ourselves, so the Holy

Spirit may easily act through them to strengthen us and through us to strengthen them. The

more grace a person receives, the easier it will be to kick the habit. Therefore, weekly prayer

for ourselves and our comrades is, without a doubt, very important.Fellowship at group

meetings.Take a moment, and review and adopt for the group’s use the Principles for Faith

Sharing provided in Appendix G3 (page 358).Throughout the duration of these gatherings, the

group will be acting to support its members in their individual endeavors while ensuring

through prayer that the Holy Spirit is continually invited to enlighten the mind and strengthen

the will of each participant. The Scripture verses represent truths to be considered throughout



the program. As you read them, be open to ways that they can be applied.1. “As iron sharpens

iron, so one man sharpens another.”14While sharing oneself, listening to others, and

discussing ideas, we improve each other’s understanding of life. Through our improved

understanding, we see opportunities for growth. Through our actions, we avoid one behavior to

practice and live another. We change and grow.Many videogames offer the player the

opportunity to overcome challenges at one level and move to the next. Each level offers new

challenges and keeps the game interesting. Life’s challenges are like that. When we overcome

obstacles, we move to the next level, which proposes new, more interesting challenges and

opportunities. When we overcome life’s obstacles, life remains interesting, and we maintain our

passion for it.2. “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition

with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.”15While in a relaxed state of mind, through

prayer and fellowship with God, we will admit to God that we don’t have the strength to do it

alone and will ask Him to make us non-smokers. With God’s grace, this change is easier.3.

“From the fullness of His grace we have all received one blessing after another.”16If you review

past prayer requests from your prayer journal, you will notice things God has done for you.

When we yield to His will, change is much easier. When we resist, life can be a constant

struggle.4. “Ask and you shall receive.”17God promises that when we ask for His help we will

receive His help. Ask to be a non-smoker. Listen to the little voices and encouragements, God

will gently guide you. Help yourself hear him by praying to him in those moments you’re tried

with temptation.5. “For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who

knocks, the door will be opened.”18Seek God whenever you need strength. Continually ask for

His help in kicking the habit, and you will receive it.6. “Your Father in heaven gives the Holy

Spirit to those who ask Him.”19 Ask God the Father for the Holy Spirit’s presence in your

meetings and in our daily lives.7. “The Holy Spirit whom the Father will send in my name will

teach you all things.”20 We will learn a new way to live with the help of the Holy

Spirit.8. “When they arrived, they prayed for them that they might receive the Holy Spirit.”21

Group members should pray for one another so they receive the Holy Spirit.9. “Be self-

controlled and alert. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone

to devour.”22 The devil will work toward keeping people addicted to tobacco and other drugs so

he can control people through their addictions.10. “But those who hope in the LORD will

renew their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, they

will walk and not be faint.”23 Put your faith and actions in support of God’s wishes, and you will

accomplish the task.Our struggles are a gift from God. When we work with Him through our

difficulties, we grow closer to Him and the fulfillment of our lives. Without struggles, people tend

to avoid involving God. Without struggles, getting to know God would seem less important. The

purpose of life is to come to know God. This struggle with tobacco addiction is an excellent

opportunity to come to work with Him and know Him.~ Talk It Over ~Questions and

Exercises:Consider the above verses, pause, and describe any thoughts you may have.Turn to

the back of the book to appendix G1 (paragraph 6b., 6c., and 6d) page 353 and review the

duties of the group facilitator, host, and members.Everyone should fill out the membership sign-

up sheet in Appendix G5 (page 362), so they have everyone’s name and phone number.Each

person should pray once a week for the success of all group members.Reader’s Notes:Prayer

Journal (list specific requests):Chapter 5Preparation for Change“If I did not simply live fromone

moment to another, it wouldbe impossible for me to be patient.”Saint Therese Lisieux(The Little

Flower)In March of 1998, I joined a smoking cessation class at a local hospital. Our group

consisted of Mary, Pete, Billie, Jane, and a married couple, Sandy and Tom. Our facilitator,

Joan, walked us through a lesson book that identified all the different effects of smoking, both



positive and negative. We also took the “Habit Characterization Test,” which is provided in

Appendix A (page 246). It identified whether our attraction to cigarettes was more strongly

related to stimulation, handling, pleasure/relaxation, tension/reduction, craving, or habit.From

there, we listed our reasons for kicking the habit and set a quit date of April 11, 1998. This date

seemed far enough in the future to feel like I had plenty of time to smoke and prepare to quit. I

also felt disappointed that I wouldn’t become a non-smoker sooner. I thought that I should just

quit at that moment. After realizing how many times I attempted to quit and failed, I decided

that I would wait and give myself time to prepare.When I recalled how excited I was to be a non-

smoker, yet continued to smoke, I realized what an addictive drug nicotine was. I could strongly

desire not to be controlled by it and to be free from feeling drawn to it after going without it for a

while. I just wanted to be someplace without smoking and certainly without feeling anxious

from nicotine withdrawal. I wanted to be at peace with myself and be with friends, perhaps

have a drink or sit and talk. Yet, as a person with an addiction, the concentration of nicotine in

my body dropped below a comfortable level, and I needed a smoke. At this point, I’d feel very

uneasy, even though I’d try to ignore this desire.The mind doesn’t respond with perfect reason

when experiencing withdrawal. It’s hard to accept the loss of what you’re addicted to, for which

you’ll interrupt all other endeavors to consume. I did, however, realize that smoking was bad for

me. A sudden urge to smoke has disrupted many of my life’s enjoyable moments. Such a

moment could occur when I was relating to friends at a quiet time or when I was talking to

people and just getting to know someone.Recently, I watched a branch chief where I work have

a nicotine fit with anxiety due to the lowered nicotine levels in his blood. He was always

nervous in meetings and quick to snap at people, so he wasn’t fun to work with.Smoke is

uncomfortable and irritating to some people; others lose respect for smokers. No matter what,

smoking in front of others will most likely add anxiety to peaceful encounters, from which I gain

most of my joy in my social life. It’s unfortunate when a significant portion of one’s joy in life is

eliminated or disrupted by an addiction.This addiction began as a slight addition to my life. I

was chewing tobacco on the baseball team for something to do between innings or while I was

on the bench. It slowly became part of my life. As a college student, I’d smoke while studying.

In high school, I never needed cigarettes to complete my studies. Once addicted, it seemed I

needed to smoke to be at my best. Now that I’ve been off tobacco for a couple of years, I’ve

totally adjusted, and my concentration has greatly improved. There are many people who have

this same addiction but haven’t recognized it as something that stops them from doing all the

things that their gifts and energies enable them to do. Feeding an addiction can seem the most

satisfying thing one can do, but it can also be the most destructive.
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